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Kushyar ibn Labban is an Iranian astronomer and mathematician who wrote
his major astronomical work al-ZZj cl-Jiimi' (lit. "The comprehensive astronomi
cal handbook with tables", abbreviated here as ZJ) between 1020 and 1025 C.E.
[Kennedy 1956, pp. 125, 156-57; Bagheri 2006, p. 1]. This Arabic treatise consists of
four Books: I) Elementary calculations, II) Tables, III) Cosmology, and IV) Proofs.
I have prepared an edition of Books I and IV with English translation and commen
tary as my PhD dissertation at Utrecht University. I am now working on Books II
and III of ZJ in order to complete the work for publication.
We know very little about Kiishyar's life [Bagheri 2006, pp. 1-2]' however, there
is an interesting quotation from him which was not noticed before. In MS Cairo,
Dar al-kutub Miqat no. 691 (Books I and II of ZJ), fol. 24v, there is a note by the
scribe at the end of Book I as follows:
Kushyar said:
"<I> observed the conjunction of Mars and Saturn with <my own> eyes in nightfall of
Thursday 21 of Tirmah of the year 362 of Yazdigird (==11 July 993 C.E.). Then 1 found
their true longitudes for the <local> meridian. <According to the result,> Saturn was
in Pisces 0;59° and Mars in it (i.e., in Pisces) 1;50°, at the beginning of its retrogradation,
by subtracting two degrees from its mean longitude and adding two degrees to its mean
anomaly. <I did this> in order the make it sure for myself that one may not rely on
observational zij es. Because if they turn out to be correct in one <case> by some tricks,
they are erroneous in ten <cases>. There is no way to correcting them by the scientists
of our time and by efforts of our rulers. And greetings (i.e., that's all)."
This is his (i.e., Kushyar's) saying quoted from a manuscript in his hand. 1
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Translation
A Special Chapter on the Generalities of the Science of Cosmology

1. Era (al-ta'r?:kh): A known day to which the time which has passed is referred.
2. Circle (al-da'ira): An area bounded by a single <curved> line inside which
<exists> a point <such that> all straight line <segment>s drawn from this point
to the circumference are equal. This point is <called> the center of the circle.
3. Diameter (al-qutr): The straight line <segment> that connects the two
endpoints of a semicircle arc, so it inevitably passes through the center of the circle.
4. Chord (al-watar): The straight line <segment> that connects the two end
points of a partial arc of the circle.

5. Sine of the arc (jayb al-qaws): The straight line <segment> drawn from
one endpoint of the arc standing at right angles on the diameter drawn from the
other endpoint. It is also half the chord of the doubled arc.
6. Versed Sine (al-jayb al-ma'kiis): A portion of the diameter between the
endpoint of the arc and its Sine. It is also the Sagitta of the doubled arc.
7. Gnomon (al-miqyas): A straight body either perpendicular to the horizon
plane or parallel to the horizon plane. It may be either divided into 12 <parts>
called "digits" or into 7 or 61/2 <parts> called "feet". It may <also> be divided
into other <numbers of> parts. Its shadow is used in <certain> types of operations.
8. Tangent (First Shadow) for any arc i al-zil! al-awwal li-kull qaws): It is
obtained from the gnomons parallel to the horizon plane. It is the line <segment>
drawn from the foot of the gnomon parallel to the Sine of the arc.
9. Cotangent (Second Shadow) for any arc (al-?ill ol-thiini li-kull qaws):
It is obtained from the gnomons perpendicular to the horizon plane. It is the line
<segment> drawn from the foot of the gnomon parallel to the Cosine of the arc.
10. Arctangent (Arc of the Shadow) (qaws al-?ill): The altitude arc for
which the shadow of the gnomon is <cast>.
11. Secant (Hypotenuse of the Shadow) (qutr al-?ill): The line <segrnent >
that connects the tip of the gnomon and the end of the shadow.
12. Sphere of the whole (kurat al-kull): The moving sphere that makes all
stars move from east to west, a single rotation during each nychthemeron (lit. "day
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and night").

13. Great circles (al-da'U}ii'ir al-ci~iim): <The circles> whose planes pass
through the center of the sphere and cut <the sphere> into two halves.
14. Circle of the equator (dii 'irat mu 'addii al-nahiir): <The circle> drawn
<with its pole> at the pole of the sphere of the whole (i.e., the north or south pole)
and its distance (i.e., the arc of great circle between its pole and its circumference)
<equal> to a quadrant of the great circle.
15. Circle of the ecliptic (dii'irat falak al-buruj): <The circle> described by
the sun through its proper motion from west to east, a single rotation in <each>
year.
16. Circle of the horizon (dii 'irat al-ufuq): Dividing <circle> between the
visible <part> of the <celestial> sphere and <its> hidden <part> and its pole is
the zenith.
17. Circle of the meridian (dii 'irat ol-nis] al-nahiir): <The circle> whose
poles are the equinoctial rising and setting points <of the sun>. It intersects the
circle of the horizon at right angles.
18. Altitude circle (dii 'irat al-irtifii c): <The circle> which passes through the
zenith and the given star (or planet).
19. Orbs (afiiik): <They are> nine <orbs>; seven <orbs> for the moving stars
(i.e., planets), the eighth <orb> for the fixed stars, and the ninth is the moving
<orb> which makes all these <orbs> move.
20. Sphere of each star (i.e., planet) (kurat kullu kawkab): <The sphere in>
which all the motions <of the planet> are contained.
21. Parecliptic orb in any sphere (al-falak al-mumaththil
circle in the plane of the ecliptic and <centered> at its center.

fi

kull kura): A

22. Inclined orb in any sphere (al-falak al-mii'il fi kull kura): A circle whose
center is <the same as> the center of the ecliptic orb and whose plane is inclined
with respect to its (i.e., the ecliptic orb's) plane.
23. Eccentric orbs (al-afiiik al-khiirijat al-mariikiz): The circles in the planes
of the inclined orbs. Their centers are apart from the center of the inclined orb.
<For the case of> the sun, <the eccentric orb> is <situated> in the plane of the
parecliptic orb.
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24. Epicycles (afiak al-tadawzr): Small circles whose centers <are> on the
circumferences of the eccentric orbs.'
25. Mean longitude of the sun ( uiasai aI-shams): An arc of the parecliptic orb
between the beginning of Aries and the line drawn from the center of the eccentric
orb passing through the body of the sun.
26. Apogee (al-awj): Farthest position on the circumference of the eccentric
orb from the center of the ecliptic orb.
27. Mean anomaly of the sun (kha~~at al-shams): An arc of the parecliptic
orb between the apogee and the line drawn from the center of the eccentric orb to
the sun.
28. Equation of the sun (ta edil al-shams): An angle <whose vertex is> at the
body of the sun on the circumference of the eccentric orb constructed by the two
lines drawn from the center of the parecliptic orb and the center of the eccentric
orb.
29. True longitude of the sun (taqwim aI-shams): An arc of the parecliptic
orb between the beginning of Aries and the line drawn from the center of the ecliptic
orb to the sun.
30. Mean day (al-yawm al-wasat): <The duration of> one rotation of the
equator from a noon to <the next> noon plus an extra arc equal to the daily mean
motion of the sun.
31. True day (al-yawm al-1}aqiqt): <The duration of> one rotation of the
equator, as we have said, plus an extra <arc equal to the> increase of the sun's true
longitude by the <next> noon.
32. Equation of time (ta edil al-ayyam bi-Iayaliha): <The summation of> the
difference between the mean day and the true day.
33. <Geographical> longitude of <any> locality (tul al-baIad): An arc
of the equator between the meridian circle passing through the end of the inhab
ited <lands> and the meridian circle of the locality. <The arc> of the equator
between the meridians of two localities is <called> "<the distance> between the
two <geographical> longitudes" (ma bayn al-tulayn).
34. Mean longitude of the moon (wasat al-qamar): An arc of tl1e parecliptic
orb between the beginning of Aries and the plane that passes through the center of
this (i.e., the parecliptic) orb and the center of the epicycle (this plane is perpendic
ular to the parecliptic plane). <The magnitude of> this arc is the same < whether
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it is taken> from the parecliptic orb or from the inclined <orb>.
35. Mean anomaly of the moon (kha~~at al-qamar): Its distance from the
apogee of the epicycle <counted> in the opposite order <of the zodiacal signs>.
36. Double elongation <of the moon> (al-buCd al-mur)acaf): An arc of the
parecliptic orb between the position of its apogee and the plane that passes through
the center of this (i.e., parecliptic) orb and the center of the epicycle (perpendicular
to the parecliptic plane).
37. First equation <of the moon> i ai-ta'di; al-awwal): An angle <with its
vertex> at the center of the epicycle, constructed by the two lines drawn from the
center of the parecliptic orb and the <prosneusis> point on the rectilinear extension
of <the line segment that joins> the apogee and perigee of the epicycle. This point
has been mentioned in Chapter 30 (in fact, in Chapter 17 of Book III; see the relevant
footnote in the Arabic edition).
38. True anomaly and adjusted mean anomaly <of the moon> (al-tadwfr
uia'l-khiissa: ol-mu'addalos: An arc of the epicycle between the moon and the plane

drawn from the center of the parecliptic orb that passes through the center of the
epicycle (this plane is perpendicular to the parecliptic plane).
39. Second equation <of the moon> (al-taCdfl aI-than?:): An angle <with
its vertex> at the center of the parecliptic orb, constructed by the two lines drawn
from this center to the center of the epicycle and to the body of the moon.
40. Difference ( ikhtiIaf): The difference between <the magnitudes of> the
radius of the epicycle as seen at its maximum distance <from the earth> and as
seen at its minimum distance.
41. Sixtieths (daqa'iq al-nasab): A number whose ratio to 60 minutes is equal to
the ratio of the actual "difference" (see above) relating to the center of the epicycle
to the maximum "difference" in this position.
42. True longitude of the moon (taqwfm al-qamar): An arc of the parecliptic
orb between the beginning of Aries and the plane that passes through the center of
this (i.e., the parecliptic) orb and the body of the moon (this plane is perpendicular
to the parecliptic plane).
43. Node (jawzahar): It <refers to> the two nodes created by the intersection
of the inclined orb and the parecliptic <orb> for any star (i.e., planet; or the moon).
44. Mean longitude of a star (i.e., planet) (wasat al-kawkab): An arc of
the parecliptic orb between two planes passing through the center of the equant orb,
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one which passes through the beginning of Aries and the other through the center
of the epicycle (these two planes are perpendicular to the parecliptic orb).
45. Mean anomaly of a star (I.e., planet) (khii~~at al-kawkab): Its distance
from the apogee of the epicycle <counted> in the order <of the zodiacal signs>.
46. Mean centrum (markaz): An arc of the parecliptic orb between the two
planes passing through the center the equant orb, one of which ends at the apogee
and the other at the center of the epicycle.
47. First equation <of a star (Le., planet» (al-taCdzl al-awwal): An angle
<with its vertex> at the center of the epicycle constructed by the two lines drawn
from the center of the parecliptic orb and the center of the equant orb.
48. True anomaly and adjusted mean anomaly <of a star (i.e., planet»
iol-tadunr uia'l-kluissai al-mucaddala): An arc of the epicycle between the two planes
passing through the center of the epicycle, one of which passes through the apogee
of the epicycle and the other through the star (i.e., planet).
49. Adjusted centrum (al-markaz al-mu caddal): An arc of the parecliptic orb
between the two planes passing through the center of the parecliptic orb, one of
which passes through the apogee and the other through the center of the epicycle
(these two planes are perpendicular to the parecliptic plane).
50. Second equation <of a star (I.e., planet» (al-taCdzl al-thiint): An angle
<with its vertex> at the center of the parecliptic orb constucted by the two lines
drawn from it (i.e., the center) to the center of the epicycle and to the body of the
star (i.e., planet).
51. Difference (ikhtiliif): The difference between <the magnitudes of> the
radius of the epicycle as seen at its mean distance <from the earth> and as seen at
its maximum and minimum distance.
52. The true longitude of a star (i.e., planet) itoquiim al-kawkab): An
arc of the parecliptic orb between the two planes passing through its center, one of
which passes through the beginning of Aries and the other through the body of the
star (i.e., planet).
53. Argument of latitude (1}i~~at al- carfj): The distance of the moon or the
star (i.e., planet) from the northern (i.e., ascending) node which is <also> called
"head" (al-ra '8).
54. Latitude (al- carfj): An arc of the great circle that passes through the tw,\
poles of the ecliptic, between the star (i.e., planet; or the moon) and the ecliptic.
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55. Arc of retrogradation (qaws al-rujii C): An arc of the epicycle between the
two stations closer to the perigee.
56. Apparition and occultation of a star (i.e., planet) (?uhiir al-kawkab wa
khafii'uhu): It is <regarded> under the sun's light rays, either in the early mornings
or in late evenings.
57. Ascension of a star (i.e., planet) (§uCiid al-kawkab): Either <the star
(Le., planet)'s motion> towards the apogee or towards the perigee of the epicycle,
and its descension (hubiit) is <its motion> away from one of these two positions.
58. Partial first declination (al-mayl al-awwal al-juz'10: An arc segment of
the circle that passes through the two poles of the equator, between the ecliptic and
the equator.
59. Partial second declination (al-mayl ol-ihiini al-juz'10: An arc segment of
the circle that passes through the two poles of the ecliptic, between the equator and
the ecliptic.
60. Total declination in the two <above> declinations (al-mayl al-kulli
/i'l-maylayn): An arc segment of the circle that passes through the poles of the two
circles (ecliptic and equator), between the ecliptic and the equator.
61. Positions (i.e., localities) on the <terrestrial> equator line (mauJiit)ic
khatt al-istiwii'): The circle on the earth's surface in the plane of the equator.
62. Right ascension (Ascensions <at> the equator line) (matiil i c khatt
al-istawii'): <The arc> of the equator that rises <simultaneously> with an arc of
the ecliptic <as observed> in the positions (i.e., localities) on the <terrestrial>
equator line. It is <also> an arc of the equator circle contained by two <great>
circles drawn from the pole of the equator that pass through the two extremes of
the arc of the ecliptic.
63. Inverse of the <right> ascension (Caks al-matiilic): An arc of the equator
between the two <great> circles that pass through the pole of the ecliptic and
through the two extremes of an arc of it (i.e., of the ecliptic). It is the inverse of the
<right> ascension of the arc of the ecliptic between these two <great> circles.
64. Distance of a star from the equator (bu Cd al-kawkab Can mu 'addii al
nahiir): An arc of the <great> circle that passes through the two poles of the
equator, between the star and the circle of the equator.
65. <Geographical> latitude of the locality (Cart) al-balad): An arc of the
meridian circle between the zenith and the circle of the equator, or between the pole

)
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of the equator and the horizon (the two arcs are equal).

66. Ortive amplitude i si'a; al-mashriq): An arc of the horizon circle between
the equinoctial rising point <of the sun> and the rising point of the sun on that
<given> day.
67. Equation of daylight of the <given> part (Le., degree) of the
ecliptic (ta Cdfl nahiir al-juz' min jalak al-buruj): The difference between the right
ascension of the <ecliptical> degree and its oblique ascension (see no. 69). It is
an arc of the equator between two circles that pass through the <given ecliptical >
degree, one of which <is drawn> from the pole of <the circle of> the beginning of
the azimuths (i.e., the great circle through the zenith in the east west direction; its
pole is the north point on the horizon) and the other from the pole of the equator.
68. Equation of daylight of a star (ta cdfl nahiir al-kawkab): An arc of the
equator between the two circles that pass through the star, one of which <is drawn>
from the pole of <the circle of> the beginning of the azimuths and the other from
the pole of the equator.
69. Oblique ascension (matiiIic al-baIad): <The arc> of the equator that rises
<simultaneously> with an arc of the ecliptic <as observed> in this horizon (i.e.,
in the given locality). It is <also> an arc of the equator between the two <great>
circles drawn from the pole of <the circle of> the beginning of the azimuths (i.e.,
the north point on the horizon) that pass through the two extremes of the arc of
the ecliptic.

70. Maximum altitude of the sun or a star (ghiiyat irtijii C al-shams aw
al-kawkab): An arc of the meridian circle between the horizon and the sun or the
star.

71. Parallel circles (dawii 'ir al-madiiriit): <The small circles> parallel to the
equator drawn <with their poles> at its (i.e., the equator's) pole and at different
distances.

72. Half the day arc of the sun or a star (ni~j qaws al-nahiir al-shams aw
al-kawkab): An arc of a parallel circle between the horizon and the meridian. Its
magnitude is the arc "similar" to it on the equator. This "similar" <arc> is the arc
<of the equator> situated between the two arcs <of the great circles> drawn from
the pole of the sphere (i.e., the pole of the equator) <through the endpoints of the
arc on the parallel circle>.
73. Equinoctial hours <contained in one day> (al-siiCiit al-mustawfya): It
is <obtained> by dividing the day arc by 15 <degrees>.

)
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74. <Number of> the parts (I.e., degrees) in seasonal hours (ajzii' al
sii'ii: al-zamiinzya): It is <obtained> by dividing the day arc by 12 <hours>.
75. <Ecliptical> degree of transit of a star (darajat mamarr al-kawkab):
The intersection point of the ecliptic circle and the circle that passes through the
two poles of the equator and the star.
76. <Ecliptical> degree of the rising of a star (darajat iulii' al-kawkab):
The point of the ecliptic orb <such> that the semi-circle of the eastern horizon
passes both through it and the star <simultaneously>.
77. <Ecliptical> degree of the setting <of a star> (darajat al-ghurub):
The point of the ecliptic orb <such> that the semi-circle of the western horizon
passes through it and the star <simultaneously>.
78. Altitude of <a star at a given> time (irtijii( al-'UJaqt): An arc of the
altitude circle between the horizon and the star.
79. Arc of revolution (Revolved <portion> of the orb) (al-dii 'ir min
al-jalak): An arc of the parallel circle between the horizon and the sun or the star
at <the time of> measurement; it is a segment of the day arc.
80. Sagitta of the day arc (sahm qa'UJS al-nahiir): The segment common to
the semi-circle of the meridian and the segment of the parallel circle above the earth
(i.e., above the horizon).
81. Arrangement Sines of the arc of revolution (juyub tartib al-dii'ir): The
segrnents common to the segment of the parallel circle above the earth (i.e., above
the horizon) and the semi-circles parallel to the meridian circle.
82. Ascendant (al-tiili(): The point of the ecliptic which is on the eastern
horizon at <the time of> measurement.
83. Equalization of houses (taswiyat al-buyut): The division of the ecliptic
orb into 12 parts <so that> each part passes the meridian circle in two seasonal
hours.
84. Rate of a star (Le., planet) (buht al-kawkab): Its true motion in a day or
an hour.
85. Lunar gain (sabq al-qamar): The excess of its (i.e., the moon's) rate over
the sun's rate.
86. Diameter of the two luminaries (qutr al-nayyirayn): The diameter of the
apparent circle of their surface. It is also called "the magnitude (i.e., the thickness
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or width) of the orb".
87. Diameter of the shadow (qutr al-;ill): The diameter of the largest circle
that occurs in the cone of the earth's shadow where the moon passes. It is <also>
called "the orb of the node".
88. Conjunction (al-ijtimii <The situation in which> the center of the earth,
the center of the moon, and the center of the sun are in the plane of a single circle,
while this circle passes through the two poles of the ecliptic orb.
C
)

:

89. Solar eclipse conjunction (al-ijtimii al-kusuft): <The situation in which>
the body of the moon and the body of the sun are on the <single> line that passes
from <our> sight to them.
C

90. Opposition (al-istiqbiil): <The situation> in which the center of the sun,
the center of the earth and the center of the moon are in the plane of a single circle
that passes through the two poles of the ecliptic orb.
91. Lunar eclipse opposition (al-istiqbiil al-khusuft): <The situation> that
these three centers (mentioned above) or the <three> bodies <lie> on a single
straight line.
92. Lunar eclipse (khusuf al-qamar): The falling of it (i.e., of the moon) in the
cone of the earth's shadow.
93. <Magnitude of a> lunar eclipse in minutes (daqii'iq al-khusu/): <The
portion> of the diameter of the circle of the moon's <apparent> surface which is
covered <by the earth's shadow>.
94. <Magnitude of a> lunar eclipse in digits (a§iibi c al-khusu/): The
<portion> of its (i.e., moon's) diameter which is covered, in which <we take>
the diameter <equal to> 12 digits.
95. Adjusted <magnitudes in> digits (al-a§iibi c al-mucaddala): <The
portion> of its (i.e., the moon's or sun's) <apparent> surface which is covered
(by the earth's shadow or the moon), in which <we take> the area of its surface
<equal to> 12 digits.
96. Times of a lunar eclipse (azmiin al-khusu/): <They are> five <times;>
the beginning of the lunar eclipse; the beginning of the duration <of totality>;
the completeness of the lunar eclipse, which is the true <time of> opposition and
is called the middle of the lunar eclipse; the beginning of the emersion <of the
eclipse>; and the completeness of the emersion.
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97. <Magnitude of> immersion in minutes (daqii 'iq al-suqut): An arc of
the inclined orb between the beginning of the lunar eclipse and its completeness, and
between the completeness of the lunar eclipse and the completeness of the emersion
<of the eclipse>.
98. Adjusted times <of a lunar eclipse> (al-azmiin ai-mu'addalay: These
(above mentioned) times adjusted by taking account of the moon's latitude in each
time.
99. Distance of the two luminaries from the earth (buCd al-nayyirayn min
al-arl)): <The length of> the line <segment> connecting the center or the surface
of the earth to the moon or the sun.
100. Parallax (ikhtiIiij al-man?ar): An arc of the altitude circle between the
position of a star (i.e., planet) <if it is> measured from the center of the earth and
its (i.e., the planet's) position <if it is> measured from the surface of the earth.
101. The six angles which are needed in <the calculations of> the
solar eclipses (al-zawiiyii al-sitt allaii ta1}tiij ilayhii fl'l-kusujiit al-shamszya): The
angles created by the intersection of the ecliptic orb and the altitude circle at the
<ecliptical> degree of the moon. In each intersection, the desired <angle> is one of
the two northern angles which is less than a right <angle>, and it is <called> "the
latitude angle". Its complement to 90 <degrees> is <called> 'the longitude angle'.
102. Longitudinal parallax (ikhtiIiij al-manzar fl'l-tuI): <The distance> be
tween the position of the true longitude of the moon on the ecliptic orb and <the
true longitude of> its apparent position on it (i.e., on the ecliptic).
103. Latitudinal parallax (ikhtiIiij al-momzar fl'l- carl)): <The difference>
between the true latitude of the moon and its apparent latitude <measured> along
a circle that passes through the poles of the ecliptic orb.
104. Apparent latitude (aI-Carl) al-mar'ii: An arc of the circle that passes
through the two poles of the ecliptic orb between the apparent position of the moon
on the altitude circle, and the circle of the ecliptic orb.
105. Eclipse of the sun (kusuj aI-shams): Its coverage by the moon.
106. The times of a solar eclipse (azmiin al-kusu/J: <They are> three
<times:> the beginning of the solar eclipse; the completeness of the solar eclipse,
which is its middle and the true <time of> conjunction; and the completeness of
the emersion.

\
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107. Adjusted times <of a solar eclipse> (al-azman ol-mu'tuidolas: These
are (above mentioned) three times, adjusted by taking account of the latitude of the
moon.
108. Arc of vision (qaws al-ru'ya): An arc of the altitude circle between the
horizon while the star (i.e., planet) is on it and the sun below the earth (i.e., below
the horizon). This arc may also be taken on the altitude circle between the star (i.e.,
planet) while it is above the earth (i.e., above the horizon) and the horizon while
the sun is on it.
109. Distance of the <ecliptical> degree of a star (i.e., planet) from
the cardines (bu 'ti darajat al-kawkab min al-awtad): <The distance in terms of>
seasonal hours between the degree of the star (i.e., planet) and the cardine (i.e., the
meridian or the horizon) from which the distance is taken, <in terms of> seasonal
hours.
110. Projection (Casting) of the ray by means of equal (Le., ecliptical)
degrees (matral} ol-shu 'ii' bi-daraj al-sauiii '): Arcs in the order <of the zodiacal
signs> whose magnitudes are 60, 90, 120 and 180 degrees, taken on the ecliptic orb,
if the star (i.e., planet) has no (i.e., zero) latitude; if it has a <non-zero> latitude,
<the arcs are taken> from the circle that passes through the body of the star (i.e.,
planet).
111. Projection of the ray by means of ascensional (I.e., equatorial)
degrees (matral} al-shu 'ii' bi-daraj al-mataIie): It is <similar to> the equalization
of the houses, based on substituting the <ecliptical> degree of the star (i.e., planet)
here for the ascendant there, and the equalization is <carried out> according to the
<oblique> ascension for the horizon of the star's (i.e., planet's) position (see the
next entry).
)
112. Horizon of a star's (I.e., planet's) position (ufuq maindi' al-kawkab):
The circle that passes through the star (i.e., planet) and the intersection <point>
of the meridian circle and the horizon circle.
113.
Prorogation (al-tasyzr): The <time span of the> arrival of an
<ecliptical> degree which rises later, at the position of <another ecliptical > de
gree which rises earlier, through the general rotation <of the sphere>, taking each
degree between them in terms of the <oblique> ascension for <the horizon of> the
early-rising <ecliptical> degree's position <equal to> a year, a month or a day.
114. Transfer of the year (tal}wzi aI-sana): The return of the sun to its initial
position. This <takes place> in each 365 days, 5 hours, 46 minutes and 24 seconds
of an hour.
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115. Altitude with no (i.e., zero) azimuth (al-irtijii Calladhi Iii samt lahu):
An arc of the altitude circle passing through the sun -or the star (i.e., planet) and
through the equinoctial rising point <of the sun>.
116. Azimuth of an altitude (samt al-irtija C): An arc of the horizon circle
between the equinoctial rising point <of the sun> and the place where the altitude
circle meets the horizon.
117. Azimuth <measured> from the ascendant (al-samt min al-tali C): An
arc of the horizon circle between the ecliptic orb and the altitude circle.
118. Argument of the azimuth (l}i§§at al-samt): The line <segment> drawn
from the foot of the perpendicular line through the body of the sun <on the
horizon>, perpendicular towards the intersection of the parallel circle and the hori
zon <plane>.
119. Equation of the azimuth (taCdifl al-samt): It is <similar to> this (i.e., the
above mentioned) line <segment> perpendicular to the intersection of the equator
and horizon <planes> (i.e., between the foot of the vertical line and the intersection
between the two planes).
120. Argument of the altitude (l}i§§at al-irtija c) : An arc of the altitude circle
between its intersection with the equator and the horizon.
121. Equation of altitude (taCdifl al-irtija C): An arc of the altitude circle
between its intersection with the equator and the circle that passes through the two
poles of the equator and the body of the sun.
122. Argument of the arc of revolution (l}i§§at al-da'ir): An arc of the
equator between the horizon and the altitude circle.
123. Equation of the arc of revolution (ta Cdifl al-dii'ir): An arc of the equator
between the altitude circle and the circle that passes through the two poles of the
equator and the body of the sun.
124. Meridian line (khatt nis] al-naluiri: The intersection of the plane of the
meridian circle and the plane of the horizon circle.
125. Deviation of <the directions of> localities and (i.e., also called)
their (i.e., the localities') 'azimuths' (inl}iraj al-buldiin wa-samtuha): An arc
of the horizon circle between the meridian circle and the altitude circle that passes
through our zenith and their (i.e., those localities') zenith.
126. <Difference> between the <geographical> latitudes of two local
ities (ma bayn 'artl al-baladayn): An arc of the meridian circle between our zenith
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and the circle drawn around the pole of the equator and at a distance <from the
equator equal to> the chord of the <geographical> latitude of those <localities>.
It was already mentioned that <the difference> between two <geographical> lon
gitudes is an arc of the equator between the two meridian circles of the two cities.

127. Distance between the two localities (al-buCd bayn al-baladayn): An
arc of the altitude circle between our zenith and their (i.e., those other localities')
zenith.
128. Equation of <geographical> longitude (ta Cdil al-tul): An arc of the
circle that passes through the equinoctial rising point <of the sun> for us (i.e., the
east point on the horizon) and the zenith of those <localities>.
129. Equation of <geographical> latitude (ta cdil al-carfl): An arc of the
meridian circle between the circle of the equation of <geographical> longitude and
the equator.
130. Adjusted latitude of a locality (Carfl al-balad al-mu Caddal): An arc of the
meridian circle between our zenith and the circle of the equation of <geographical>
longitude.
131. The fixed stars (al-kawiikib al-thiibita): They are different from the seven
moving <star (i.e., planet)s>. They are not fixed, but their <precessional> motion
is very slow as compared to <the motion of> the star (i.e., planet)<s>. Also, since
each of these stars is attached to one of the circles parallel to the belt of the sphere
of the <zodiacal> signs (i.e., the ecliptic) and does not leave it, and its latitude
does not change, they are called 'fixed'. This is what we wanted to mention in tl~s
chapter.

Commentary
In the text of ZJ, Kiishyar uses the term ta'rikli (no. 1) for "era", "epoch" and
"calendar" in different contexts (e.g., in Chapters 1 and 2 of the first section of
Book I).
In no. 6, Kiishyar defines the terms such that al-jayb al-ma ckus ("Versed Sine") of
an arc a is/equivalent to (60-60cosa) and its sahm ("Sagitta") to (60-60cos(aj2))
in modern notation (the radius of the circle is taken equal to 60 parts). This is
consistent with the terminology used by al-Birtini [1934, 4] and Habash al-Hasib
[MS Berlin 57 Ahlwardt 5750 (WE. 90), fo1. 80v]. However, in Chapter 4 of the
second section of Book I of ZJ, Kiishyar's calculation method for the Sagitta of an
arc leads to a result equivalent to (60 - 60 cos a) and he uses the t~~:gJ in the latter
meaning in the body of his zij (e.g., in Chapters 14 and 21 of the fifth section of
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Book I and Chapter 13 of the fifth section of Book IV). Only in the manuscripts C
and T the term al-jayb al-ma'kiis ("Versed Sine") is mentioned as an equivalent to
sahm ("Sagitta") and the entry is presented under the term sahm. These may refer
to a later correction by Kiishyar or someone else in order to achieve consistency.
Tangent and Cotangent (nos. 8 and 9) are equivalent to 60 times modern tan
gent and cotangent trigonometric functions. In the following drawing, a and a' are
gnomons; band b' are the First and the Second Shadows (Tangent and Cotangent),
respectively; and c and c' are the Hypotenuse of the First and the Second Shadows
(Secant or Cosecant).

a
b

c'

a'

c

b'

Qutr al-zil! (no. 11) of an arc Q is equivalent to 60secQ or 60cSCQ in modern
notation depending on using a horizontal or vertical gnomon. Kiishyar mentions
the same term in no. 87, but in the literal meaning "diameter of the shadow [of the
earth]" .
In no. 15 Kiishyar uses an expression for the ecliptic which literally means "circle
of the orb/sphere of the <zodiacal> signs". However, the expression "sphere of the
<zodiacal> signs" (falak al-buruj) may also refer to the "sphere of the fixed stars" .
AI-Kashl used falak al-buriij in the latter meaning in a Persian letter to his father
[Bagheri 1997, pp 244, 252].
The earth is assumed to be at the center of the ecliptic, the parecliptic orb and
the inclined orb (nos. 15, 21 and 22).
In the following figure, V is the direction of the vernal equinox, LVE A + LACS
is the mean longitude of the sun (no. 25), A is its apogee (no. 26), LACS its mean
anomaly (no. 27), LESC its equation (no. 28) and LVES the true longitude of the
sun (no. 29).
A

v

Kiishyar's astronomy is essentially based on Ptolemaic models. For more details
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about the Ptolemaic lunar and star (i.e., planet)ary models which were used by
Kiishyar see relevant chapters in [Ptolemy 1984; Pedersen 1974]. One may also
consult my PhD thesis entitled Books I and IV oj Kiishyiir ibn Labbiin's Jiimi' Zi]:
An Arabic astronomical handbook by an eleventh-century Iranian scholar which is
planned to be put in the website of Utrecht University.
According to what we find in all mss. in no. 48, Kiishyar describes the 'true
anomaly' (al-tadwir) which is also called the 'adjusted mean anomaly' (al-khii~§at
al-mu'addolas as an arc of the epicycle between two planes that pass through the
center of the parecliptic orb, while the planes should pass through the center of
the epicycle itself. The error has been corrected in the edition of the Arabic text.
He apparently assumes that the two planes are perpendicular to the plane of the
epicycle. However, he could simply define the 'true anomaly' as an arc of the epicycle
between two radii of the epicycle.
The terms zuhiir ("apparition") and khajii' ("occultation") in no. 56 actually refer
to the first and last visibility of a star (i.e., planet) after and before conjunction.
The term 'ak» al-truitiili' ("inverse of the <right> ascension") in no. 63 is only
used in Chapter 3 of the fifth section of Book I for the calculation of the second
declination.
In definitions no. 67 and no. 68, the description of the equation of daylight as
arcs from the equator are correct only if we assume the ecliptical degree or the star
to be on the horizon.
Eight entries are missing in Y (nos. 107,117-123). Ms. T is copied from a version
similar to Y, but the entries no. 73, 107 and 131 are missing in T.
Ten entries are missing in the ms. C (nos. 28, 45, 96, 118-123 and 131). However,
C defines 10 extra entries missing in other mss. as follows: al-1}aljUj ("perigee"), al
jalak al-mu 'uddil li 'l-masir ("equant orb"), al- 'ord al-awwal ("first latitude"), al- carlj
al-thiini ("second latitude"), al- carlj al-thiilith ("third shadow" ),mijii qutb jalak al
burii] ("altitude of the ecliptic orb") also called carlj iqlim al-ru 'ya ("latitude of the
clime of visibility"), irtifti' al-qamar bi-hosab carljihi ("altitude of the moon taking
account of its latitude"), sii'iii al-taquiim ("hours of the true longitude"), sii'iit al
ta1}wil ("hours of transfer"), and maniizil al-qamar ("lunar mansions").
The manuscript in Hebrew characters has 137 entries [Langerman 1996, p. 151].
These extra entries (over 131 entries in this edition) should be some of the extra
entries in the ms. C.
C
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JA: ~ J.A.J\ ~\ jS~

JjW\ ~\ ~\.ij UC 0~~W\ 0W~\.JA ~j~\ ~

0\ JA: ~ ~ ~\ ~\ 0A 4YJ) ~.jSJ\ ~~ ~
J:J.li1\ ~ jS~ ~'J\J ~\ JJ4 24l.cu\~\

~\ jil\ ~\ J:J.li1\ ~ '0 J.J~ 0A o~ ~.jSJ\ ~~
~\ 25l.cu\~\ ~ J.A.J\ ~\ jS~ 0\JA: ~ ~ ~\ ~\ 0A 4YJ) jS~\

4.A

~

J:J.li1\ ~ jSJA ~\ ~'J\J ~J'1\

. ~ . '\

~

~\

-.<
- u-6.- ~
- ~
-.. ,_.=. UA
->-JA
UA

'" '" J:J.li1\

~y

~

-.<

~JA

~ ~

\",J.J

Jj~\

-

t •.ajJ\
~

-

JA

~ J.A.J\ ~\ jSJAJ

26 .J:J.lil\ ~\ jS~ 0\ JA: ~ ~ .J:J.li1\ ~ 0A 4YJ) ~JLA3\ ~W\ J .,>a~J:U\ ~

A

~fiJ4 ~'J\J .J:J.lil\ ~ 'OJ.J~ l.cu\~\
l.cu\~\

A

~\ ~\ jS~ 0\JA: ~ ~ ~\ ~\

0A 4YJ) JJLA3\ jS~\ ~

.J:J.li1\ ~ jS~ ~'J\J ~J'14
~

-.<
->-JA

'\

~

~

- ~
-..'_.=. UA
u-6.-...ra-:

'" '" . ~ .,\

~y ~

~\

-.<

~JA

~ ~

\",J.J

-\lI\

~

.t •.ajJ\

'-I:f

-:
U

~fiJ\ ~ -» ~\ J .J:J.li1\
20 M~y
21

Mom.~\

22

M ~ 'i.i]\ instead of .jW\

23

M add. ~\

24

M

l..\\~\

25

M

l..\\~\

26

In all mss. ~\ instead of ...>.tJ~\ which is the correct word in the context
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~,~
·
·
~ ->: ~ J ~J'J'.la..J'
. ~ ~ ->: ~ ~

->:J~,~

.,-~~~, .r:
~
~

~~,

G

y.)'J'J ~'J'
~, JJ~ ~~,

.A ojS~ U'~ ~

0:H ~, ~, ~ ~~ ~~, ~~ ~

~ fiJ' fly:..: -?'J'J
~\)' ~~, ~~, o~, ~ ~fil'J ~, ~ ~ ~.)&3' ~ ~

e::J.;:J' ~J ~fiJ' ~ ~ e::J.;:J' ~ ~ ~ ~ oyL~ ~ ~~ 27 ~.)&3' ~
~ ~ ~fiJ' ~J ~ ~ ->:J~' ~ ~ ~~ t~';' ~~ ~

'-J0Jt 0,1,

w~w~'
...
J

~~ ~, ~

JA 4-b~ J

w,

J illw~'
.

... -:-.,' t~ ~.UA..r~

~

->:J~' ~ ~ 0J.J~' ~, ~'J

e:: J'J'

280J~\..bJ ~
a(t,
aAt:-:
.~")~.JJ

~, ~,

JA

~~, J~

.

j.i

. -"

~~

J~J

e::J.;:J' ~ 0:H ~ .J4-il' J~ ~ ~ oyL~ ~ ~~ ~ 29 ~~, JJ~'~' ~
.J4-il'

~J

.J4Jl'

J~ ~ ~ 31e::J.;:J' ~ ~ ~oy'~ ~ ~~ ~ 30~~, ~l:U' ~, ..bJ

e:: J.;:J'
J~J

e::J.;:J'

~ 0:H ~ ~y'~' yl.b!~ ~ oy'~ ~ ~~ ~ ~,~~,~,

~

.J4-il'
.J4-il' J~F~~.J'J'~~ ~'oyLl1' ~ "'~~'~~'J-t ~
~ ~,~ ~ e::J.;:J' ~ o- ~~ ~ .J4-il' J~ o- ~ ~ JA ,.,~~, ~ ~ ~
U'~J .J4-il' J~ ~ 32~ U~~ U\.jy,~ ~~ .J4-il' J~ oy'~ ~ ~~ JAJ ~'~'J'
e::J.;:J' ~ ~ ~~, ~~

27

C presents the entry as ~.."w\ ~1ft.l\J ~\ ~.JC ("latitude of the moon and the superior planets"), and

then adds three extra entries (not found in other mss.) for the first, second and third latitudes of Venus and
Mercury (see Commentary).
2R

M o\.b..

29

M l.$Jj;J1

30

M l.$Jj;J\

31

M add.

32

M on1.

J
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u-u~\ ~~J ~J~\ ~ ~ 0\~ ~y\~ ~ .J\+J\ J~ ~ u-uj ~\.1,...J, ~ ~
~y\.l1\ ~lA ~

t4 ~J~\ ~ ~-W\~\ u-u~\ ~~ #

~fil\ ~ tA .J\+J\ J~ ~ o.JW\ 0y\.l1\ ~ u-uj

.;\+ll' J.... '-P

.JAJ~

~~, ~ -:;:

.J\+J\ J..la.A 330y\..~ J
~

i, 34 J \

.J\+J\ J~ 0Y\~J u-u\)\ ~ ~

i,

.J\+J\ ~ oy\~ ~ u-uj ~'~$' ~
L;!'i\J .J\+J\ J~ ~

~

-<'\ J \ ~
... - :..,\ C
• ''-A
''-A·
,'~Q'i\ 0 C\~.
ft~
.Jo: ~
• ~
- J J\.lic.'i\.C
- U:H tA '...7
Y (jQ U-Ur

#~ ~~J ~ \~'i\

.b.: ~ j::J\ ~~ ~ ~\.JA

[J~' ~

1

"::'At,

~

w-a 35 9r~'

.;~

~

-~

J:!.&a

~

i..Sy:.'i\J w~\ JJ\ ~ ~ 36~~\ ~j::J~ 0\~ ~y\~ ~ .J\+J\ J..laA ~ u-uj .JAJ

.J\+J\J~~~

JJ\ ~ ~ ~~\ ~fil~ 0\~ ~y\~ ~ .J\+J\ J~ ~ u-uj ~~'.;~ J:!.&a ~
.J\+J\ J~ ~ ~~y:.'i\J w~\
~ u-uj.JAJ L;!'i\ ~~ ~ ~J~\ ~ ~ u-uj ~ .J\+J\ J~ ~ ~ tA.JA ~,~~ ~

~J~\ ~ ~ u-u~\ ~~ 0\~J w~\ JJ\ ~ ~ 0~~ ~y\~ 37 ~ .J\+J\ J~
J\ ~\ ~J L;!'i\ ~ tA .J\+J\ ~ oy\~ ~ u-uj ~~,

J' ~, eW.;' ~~

t

~fil\

~ ~~~J ~ ~ ~~ .J\+J\ J~ ~j\..,.J\ ~ 38~,.;,~,

.J\+J\ ~J L;!'i\ ~ tA .J\.l-J\ oy\..~ ~ u-uj ~~,

...>J'JJ

J' ~, .;~ ~~ ~

\.c

~

~ U~~ ~j ~ W\~\ u-u~\ ~ ~\J .J\+J\ J~ ~ ~ ~\ u-u~\'-tA.J\~J
ofl\~

~ ~ ~ .J\+J\ u-uj ~ tA 39 ~ ~,~~l.J' ~
~'\
ft~
tA '-tr
~ ~L. ~t, ~~l.J'
~
~ ~ ~ .J~ u-u.r: ~
~
9r ~
:.

.:.\

,-

,

..

..

fit

33

M om.OYI~

34

M s

35

M j...PJI (also in the following occurrences)

36

M \.Ai\I.l:lIo.1 (also in the following occurrence)

37

M 0'"

3R

M

39

F .JA

j~1

,. ,
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J~ ~ 0-JW \ 0y\~\ J ~J~\ ~ 0y\~ ~ tk~ ~\ tbi:J\ ~ ~.JSl' JAA ~.JJ ~
~fil\J -J~\

oy\~ ~ ~ ~fil~J ~ ~ ~J~\ ~ 0A ~\ tbi:J\ ~ ~.JSl' e~ ~.JJ .JC'
~y::J\ Ji'1\

~..;a.l\ Ji'1\ oy\~ ~ ~fil~J ~ ~ ~J~\ ~ 0A ~\ tbi:J\ ~ ~~.;L1' ~.JJ jc
~fil\ J Ji'1 \ ~ i, t

ui.,s' eW.J'

y\ ~ 0A ~..,i

\.ij-J'1 \ 0

~

~.JAJ ~4il\ ~ ~fil\ J\ ~\J Ji'1\ ~ i, -J\.l41\ oy\~ 0A~..,i ~'6A ..;J'~' .he.
-J~\ ~..,i 0A

-J\.l41\'OY\~~~J-J~\ ~oy\~~~~~\ ~\.JA .J~' ~~40~ U
~-J'1\ L;~ ~\
~J ~-J
•

•

~\

d

~'\

~J"" ~
fI>

-J\.l41\ '0 Y ~\~

~.

~

~ .~~. -'\
~

J~
_. -;'\ '-F
. -A

41 ~~,~,

~

\J

.. u• ~

... ~

-J~\ ~'Oy\~~j\~\ Y\J~\ u~\

~4il\ ~ ~y::J\ Ji'1\ ~ ~J~\ ~ 0A ~\ tbi:J\.JA ~, y!
~'O ~\~.

y

\A~_ ~ .t~42~

-J~~r--~

~

'·~L

..t\

~~.~J~

~'O

-A
y ~\~~.'-r
•

fI>

.~

~

u~
. ··t, ~~..
••

fI>

-J~

~.~

~

\:-.
,

..

~t\

'-r-J~

~~ J\ f'~ ~ ~\ o~.JA ~.JSl' ~ ~
~\~~~~.JA ~,~ Aj

~\ ~\ -J\~ ~J ~~\ , AS;' it

~ ~J ~\ ~ j~ ~ ~ -J'1\

to

0y\~ .;.bi.JA u.a~'.;W ~

Jl:a..bJ~ ~ ~ U\~ ~J\

.;.bi 43.JA ~,.;W j!
JAj~\

~J o~\J oy\~ ~ ~ ~\ jSYJ ~\ jSYJ ~-J'1\ jSy 0~ 0\.JA e~'l' ~
~J~\ ~ ~ ~oy\~\

44~1 0A..JA: ~~I..b:=J1 ~ ~I r-».J ~I r-» 0~ 0 1 .JA ~~I t~'il ..b!
~\

40

Fadd.~

41

Mom.

43

F om.

44

M

.J~'i\
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~ ~\ fiJAJ ~.J'J\ fiJAJ ~\ fiJA 0fi: 0\ ~~\ ~
~J...»1\ ~

~~\ J ~ ~
,-

~---

\ '1\ J \~\
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~

~

0y e\~ ~U-"~
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U~
....,:. '\ (j-I
"~\!J

~
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~

~\ ~~\~\0\~o~~~lA.JA u~\~~\ ~
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.

:.

~

\..fj\ 46~ ~~.\

u

,_

~

~.

lA ~ 45~J&A1\ \....
A.J~~\ ~

"'' '

U-"~..r

~'J\ ~iJi" .JAJ u~\ fiWJ ~\ J~J u~\ J~ ~

u~\ wL.j\

~

~~'J\ fiWJ~~'J\ J~Ju~\~J~\

u ~
_ .z: '\ fiW

/\..U

~

lA J

~W

_ ..:. '\ J .lJ.
telA1\
J U~
. ~ 48lA U.J

~\

· 47 lJ.t.l..r
Ai

U-"

~

.s..t\ '-ir
&.i\!J -.
.".,..,..
~
J

~\-

. , '\ fiW J

~~J

0 lA j

JS ~ ~\

~.JC' ~ (j~ ~ j'J\ o~ ~ ~J&A1\ WL..J~\ ~

J\ ~\ ~J 49~ J\ ~.J'J\ fiJA ~ ~\)\ ~\.JA ~.J~\

w.e

~~\ ~ ~
~\

~.J'J\ fiJA ~\ lJ.t.l4il~ ~fi.l\~.JA~ lA t\..i:j.J'J\ oy\~ ~ lJ.t.lj 50.JA ~\ ~\

J

~.J'J\ F~\ lJ.t.l4il~~.JA~J

~ ~\lj

ue-

~~ Y\Jj 51 ~

~~1f~.t~J\ ~li~\ ~ ~\ ~~ ~\ u.wJ\ l:f\~j1\

~\ ~~\ ~J\)\ '-.S~\ ~\lj

JS

ti

~ y..,l.bJ\J ~\ ~.J~ ~ t\..i:j.J'J\ 0Y\~J ~J...»1\

J~\ ~J\j ~ ~ ~WJ ~yJ\ ~J\j ~J WlJ ~ ~\ ~

45

This entry is missing in F, so the order numbers of the consequent entries in F are one less than the

corresponding numbers in M which we quote here.
46M~'
47

Mom.

48

Mom.

49M~

50

Mom.

51

Mom.
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Yi

~~ 52~J ~J~\ ~ LJ.4 ~..,w\ ~\ ~~ ~ lA.JA J~\ ~ ~\ ~\

~~..;-J\

~ 0y\~ LJ.4 ~..;-J\ ~.JC ~J ~\ ~\ ~.JC ~ lA.JA ~.;tJ' ~ ~,~\ ~
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JU.J'l\ 6A ~.JS3\ 4..;J ~ ..bi

U\J~.JC ySfill ~ ~ U\ 54~J~\ ~ LJ.4 o~-?~ ~ ,,\~\ ~..;~ e~\ C~ ~
U~ ~\jil\ ~\ ySfil\ 4.J~ -l.ic. LJ.4 tA~~~J ySfil\ ~y:..: ~ oy\~ ~ ~.JC Aj u\s

UyWJ 55~lAJ 0J~ J ~lA J U~ J

~~ ~Lbl\ ~ti-a ~ ySfill 4.J~ ~\ u\ ~ w ~\ ~~ .JA ~, ~..;~ e~' C~
~
•

,~~';i\ 0 ~\~

4..;r

Y

1. ~'\

J.J~

~ 0 ~\~.

.JJ~ t).61\ ~ ~.li:i.J\

Y

4

c-LLi:iJ·J

_ct\

·

~ ~~

'-:i

,~Q\ .1~ ~ _.. ~'\ • .c ,
...~ u~J

4..;r

c

~ _C'tJ
.. ~'\~ ~\~\ '-t?
. ~ uS
a(t, ~
. U\ ~
· ~...)AJ ~ Y
...,.... ~-.".. '-7
...

.J~\ ~~ ~\ t).61\ ~ 0~t:i.J\

4

.J~\

t ~.JA

~\ ~

r ~ J\ ~ J\ ~ ~.li:i.J\ 4 .J~\ 56~~ ~~ ~ 4.J~ JS 0\ ~ JSl\
t, ~~J
...

~

.~~~ ,t._';i\l,,_.·'\ ···_:-·'\o~.JC..r
l"~ ~\t.J~ ~
J ~,~,~
LP+..r
J~
~~~ ~
~...r- ..

~~ LJ.4 ¥t:i ~~J &.J\J ~~ ~.J\J ~J wtl:.~ ~J

52

F om. ~

53

M~

54

M add.

J

55 F~W

56

M e:J~ instead of ~.J-G e:J~
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57~J ~fiJ\ J\ ~4 o.JW\ t\.i:j.J'i\ oy\..~

o-

~j

~ ~ 'i ~~, tW~'i\
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J\~'i\

~'i\ ~t\.i:j.J'i\ oyL~ ~~J J\~'i\ ~ ~ La ~'i\ oy\~ ~ ~j tW~'i\ ~ ~
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\.i:j .J'i\ 0...ru\~ J

. .1\ ~ 59/U-j
La ~
,~Q'i\ 0y '\.l1\.(,j4
~

~ J~

~\ ~ t~~ ~\ (i~

o- ~.JW\
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~..r

58.1LbJ\
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~'i\ ~J .J'+J\ J~ ~t:lj ~ La t\.i:j.J'i\ oy\~ ~ ~j tW~'i' ~ ~
~0.JW\ oy\~ ~J .J'+J\ J~ ~t:lj ~ La tt.i:j.J'i\ oy\~ ~ ~j 62tW~'i' J:!~ lSi
~\ (i~J .J'+J\ J~

tt.i:j.J'i\ 0Y\~J ~'i\ ~ La .J'+J\ J~ ~ ~j 63 .;J'~' ~ ~.,Si
.J'+J\ J~ ~ o.JW\ oY\.l1\J tt.i:j.J'i\ oy\~ ~ La .J'+J\ J~ ~ ~j .;J'~' J:!~ ~
... _=-.,\ 64

~

(i~J

~'i\ oY\~~J .J'+J\ ~oy\~~~~~\ ~\.JA ~~\ ~~ ~
tt.i:j.J'i\ 0Y\~J .J'+J\ ~ oy\~ ~ La ~'i\ oy\~ ~ ~j

~J W\~\ U,~,

~

~ J\ ~ Jj.JJ ~ Jj.J ~ o.JW\

oY\.l1\ ~J ~Jj.J ~ ~ La .J'+J\ ~ oy\~ ~ ~j
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fi!
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.... .lAl\
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~ ~

~.J~
A

~ J\ ~ Jj.JJ u,Jj.J ~ ~ t t.i:j.J'i \ 0y\ ~ ~ ~ j

57

M F J ~~~ instead of ~J ~~\

58

F tl\.hJ\

59

M oy\J instead of ~ tA (,!')\ oyl~\

'\~ ,.~~,

~

La .J~
\ '" :,\ J~

W:!~,

6:H.a:J' fl

~y
..

60 M~

61

F provides this entry at the end of the previous one; so the order numbers of the consequent entries in F

are two less than the corresponding entries in M which we quote here.
62

M add . ..JA

63

F oy\~\

64

MJ~
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